A chain is only as strong as its weakest link

MARCH 2018

Weather in the UK in March 2018
The average maximum daytime temperature in UK in March is a
cool 10°C (50°F).
The average night-time temperature is usually a cold 3°C (37°F).
There are usually 4 hours of bright sunshine each day, which represents 29% of the 12 hours of daylight.
Expect 49mm (1.9 inches) of rainfall across the whole of March
with 14 days with some rain falling. Maximum UV levels will be
low (2 UV index) at midday when the skies are clear.

Balancing on a tea tray is winter
Olympic staple as Martin try's to
catch up with the man who’s pulling
all the strings, well one at least,

Tyler, Cameron, Dylan,
martin and Ozzie
Cameron builds the
first
snowman of the
working on the chain
year
gang

Its

, not
for
John, above and
Cameron below, both
deserve a medal!!

ALL THIS SNOW
IS MAKING
DYLAN A LITTLE
LIGHT HEADED

Dylan and Tim playing noughts and
Crosses in the snow
Snow at Meadow Court
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Clifford, Ben James and Alex show their cooking skills
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Michael and Kelvin’s birthday, showing how to eat food!
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Ben working with Richard, Maxine with Pup and Kirstin with Charlie
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Kelvin and Dylan, chopping logs, Michael with Richard in garage
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CQC Inspection
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Plans for 3 single units at Meadow Court
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Find us on
www.facebook.com/meadowcourtsupportedliving/?ref=hl

Maxine shows how to drink
coffee when it is freezing.
Watch you don’t loose your
quiff, Maxine

Contact Details:
Registered Manager: John Eaton
Meadow Court,
Minehead Road
Taunton, Somerset, TA2 6NS
Telephone: 01823 270845
Email: info@jet-training.online

Clifford cooking pancakes on Pancake day, Flippin ‘eck!,
Clifford tosses the pancake

FOOD GLORIOUS
FOOD!!

By any chance, is that a
chicken curry James?

Above:
Alex cooking sausages,
left: Ben preparing salad

SALUTATION
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
KELVIN

Pictures and words,
the colours, the verbs
shed light on a troublesome world.
With all our vision,
one would hope that derision
would not unfurl, no rocks would be hurled
It can be the best of us,
who are the worst to fuss;
and postulate problems that may never exist.
Yet with a little precision
they could prevent a division
and present a solution within the midst

Michael’s birthday
at the ‘All you can
eat’ MSS In
Taunton, with
Ozzie.

It should be measured,
desired, even treasured
to resolve our conflicts before they unfold
there is much said in haste,
to misinform and misplace
and leave one or more in disgrace…….
…………if only the truth had been told

OUT AND ABOUT AT MEADOW COURT

Ben and Richard moving tables getting ready to cut the grass, in the hope of a spring cut, just before
the snow came down
Kirstin and Charlie, does
Charlie want some
Dreamies!!!!

PUPPY LOVE, MAXINE IS HAVING A
DOGS LIFE, AND THE PUP
IS HAVING A
MAXINE LIFE!!

Kelvin cutting up the logs
Below
Dylan showing Martin
how to do it

Above, Michael in garage, below,
Michael working with Richard in the
garage, changing it from a basic care
storage facility, into a downstairs
bedroom
Anyone feel a little Donny
Osmond, coming on
‘And they call it Puppy Love’,
with a stroking hand of Maxine,
but she wont get sold a pup,
they are all taken

We had our bi-annual CQC Inspection yesterday, six hours of enquiry of clients, staff,
administrative and training processes
The Inspector talked to staff, clients and family members who were present on the day.
The actual inspection in detail will be available hopefully for the next newsletter, but the
Inspectors feedback from yesterday was with 3 comments:
•

People positive about Care and Staff

•

Staff happy with job and teamwork

•

No concerns raised about peoples safety of wellbeing

The Inspection was Comprehensive, more than six hours.
There were no requirements or recommendations. This means we met all the requirements of
the CQC. There were no recommendations which means the Inspector did not identify
practices that could be improved on, suggesting we were working an optimal level.
The last Inspection we were assessed as ‘Good’, so we are very hopeful that we will get a ‘Good’
Assessment this time. Thank you to all the staff who made the Inspection positive.

access to rear of units via gate

fascia and soffit boards

cedar

natural slate roof

existing boundary wall

